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VISION
Our vision is for all people to know Jesus and be
integrated into the body of Christ through the vehicle of
Christian based housing.

MISSION
Our mission through Christ is to deliver high quality
housing, services and support for people in need.

VALUES
Our organisation’s values are:

•• Belief in the positive transformation of life

circumstances through faith in Jesus Christ

•• Empathy respect and compassion for all people
•• Advocacy for people in need and seeking justice in all
situations

Cornerstone Housing’s work practice goals are:

•• Modelling, instructing and teaching on what and how
work should be done

•• Improving, correcting and assessing work not people
•• Recognising and acknowledging work done well
•• Recognising and acknowledging where our goals
of care, simplicity, effectiveness, best practice,
compliance and profitability have been achieved.
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We are pleased to report Cornerstone Housing’s achievements and successes
for 2017.
Over the last two years as part of its Strategic and Operation Plan, Cornerstone
Housing Ltd (Cornerstone) has set an agenda to improve its service and
efficiencies across the organisation. The internal efficiencies represent better
and increased service to tenants and its stakeholders, and incorporates
community development as a key focus throughout all areas of the
organisation.
As a prelude to the introduction of the ‘2-up inspections’, Housing Services
has undergone further changes introducing ‘regional portfolio management’.
Regional portfolio management will enable housing officers to more effectively
service the wider geographical spread of Cornerstone’s housing stock.
‘2-up inspections’ has a multifaceted approach to routine inspections whereby
one housing officer conducts the inspection and the other connects with the
tenant. Building a relationship of respect and trust with tenants is the prelude
to community engagement for tenants living in isolation. Every contact
with tenants is important in developing, understanding and equipping us
to understand tenants and the issues that may be prevalent in their lives. It
enables Cornerstone to refer tenants who are willing, to other community
services, where help can be procured for specific issues with the aim of
improving situations and outcomes for them. Most importantly the housing
services model begins to break-down the barriers to isolation in the community
and can help with informal, broader social interaction.

Tenant Survey & Community Engagement
The organisation’s decision to conduct major tenant surveys biennially has meant that
Cornerstone is able to review its practices and methodology in the intervening year and work
on the development of appropriate ways to address tenant concerns to ensure that the best
possible sustainable outcomes are created for them, where they feel safe and can begin to
build relationships with those living around them in their neighbourhood.
We are delighted with the tenant survey response rate of 35% which showed an overall
satisfaction rate of 83%. We have been addressing a number of responses in relation to
community engagement, firstly, through increasing Cornerstone newsletters from two to four
editions annually. We have also begun notification of community activities by SMS directly
with tenants, as well as notification of rent arrears and late water payments. This is proving to
be an effective and successful method of communication.
A community profiling exercise has also commenced which will be completed in 2017/18, the
results of which are expected to expose where the greatest need of services and connection
is required within the areas where Cornerstone tenants are located. This information
directory will further assist us in working with local support groups and other joint venture
partners to bridge the gap in providing services in those areas.
Professional Development of Our People
We are pleased to report the achievement of the 2016-2017 objective in our Strategic Plan
pertaining to training and development of Cornerstone personnel. Whilst significant staff
training and development investment has been made in 2016/2017, the budget allowance
for 2018 has been doubled to enable ongoing development which will positively impact staff
skill base, confidence and motivation.
Assets & Property Development
The redevelopment of a site in Morphettville is well under way. Construction of 19 houses
(affordable and social) is set to commence at the time of writing this report. A second
development of a further 8 houses is in the planning stages with a further 70 houses in the
pipeline to be completed by the end of 2019.
Construction completion of the first of the Morphettville developments is scheduled for
August 2018.
In 2016 a new Master Agreement replaced the 10 year old Funding Agreement with Renewal
SA. The Master Agreement covering all properties with a government interest has moved
from a capital contribution payment calculated monthly (on debentured stock) to a quarterly
fixed payment.
Whereas previously, contribution payments were calculated on tenanted properties only,
payments are now paid across the board, however this negative aspect is well counterbalanced by the upsides. The ability to ‘flip’ properties where streets are tired and disruptive
tenants create unrest within a neighbourhood, those properties can now be rotated through
the relocation of a tenant to an alternative location recreating a harmonious community and
change the perspective of the disruptive tenant through the move.
The establishment of the new Master Agreement has initiated sector-wide key performance
indicators and benchmarks and brought about a higher degree of professionalism to the
sector.
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The framework incorporates a rolling asset management strategy, and Acquisition and Development, Asset and
Maintenance and Contractor Procurement Policies.
The strategy will ensure appropriate management of assets, responsive and planned maintenance and a plan for
rejuvenating, developing and increasing the number of houses in Cornerstone’s portfolio. The policies raise the
level of service commitment to tenants and will ensure effective and accountable arrangements with purchasing
and contracted services.
Systems & Communication
Our ICT department over the past 12 months has focussed on streamlining the day-to-day work practices and
increasing efficiencies. After 12 months of planning and developing, our company-wide intranet and electronic
document management systems have successfully been completed and ready to be rolled out and will be
a stepping stone to a wider business process management (BPM) system. This overarching BPM will be the
foundation for support to business practices whilst ensuring the best service to our tenants.
Another positive step forward has been the integration of Property Safe’s Maintenance Manager Software with
Cornerstone’s trust account properties. Maintenance Manager will significantly reduce maintenance response
times and will help streamline the end-to-end process of managing our assets. The roll out of Maintenance
Manager to the rest of our portfolio is planned for 2017-18.
New Joint Venture Partner
We are pleased to announce our intention to be working with Mission Australia Housing in the forthcoming
year. Mission Australia Housing is an organisation with a long and strong history in South Australia through
its parent company Mission Australia, working in a broad range of areas of need including homelessness. Both
Mission Australia and Cornerstone’s foundation is in meeting human need as inspired by Jesus Christ and both
organisations are committed to helping vulnerable Australians through their respective areas of service.
Strategic Direction in 2017/2018
Cornerstone’s focus for 2017/2018 will be:
•
•
•
•
•

Positioning and growing our business to better serve disadvantaged people in South Australia and 		
help address growing social need
Moving towards Tier 1 status under NRS
Creating strategic alliances with other like-minded organisations
Redeveloping properties, increasing stock and providing more affordable and social housing and,
Increasing stock available under the Specialist Disability Accommodation (SDA) scheme.

We take this opportunity to thank all of our Staff once again for their commitment to working toward fulfilling our
vision and mission in 2017.
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Neil Power, Chairman

Graham Ross, CEO

CHOICE
CHANCE
CHANGE
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It is with regret that we acknowledge the recent passing of Martin Hogan.
Martin, a computer engineer and programmer, had a long association with
Cornerstone Housing Ltd. Martin was the developer of the Community
Housing Asset Management Program (CHAMP) and was also associated with
the development of the `rent calculator’. CHAMP was widely used by housing
providers in Adelaide for a number of years. Martin is survived by his wife
and two children.

ICT

Strategic Asset Management Framework

To assist with the development of a Strategic Asset Management Framework (SAMF) the Assets and
Development team commissioned Donald Proctor, Group Manager, Assets, Compass FM. Donald’s
approach involved extensive consultation with the executive management team and intensively with the
Asset and Development Managers.
The process was helpful in identifying the various roles within the organisation and the interaction with
asset management practices and this enabled views to be captured from across the organisation together
with the identification of needs and opportunities for improvement.
The SAMF continues to be developed and includes the strategy and medium term plan and policies relating
to asset maintenance, maintenance contractor procurement and management, asset management and
asset acquisition and development.
The process has required a thorough examination of current policy and practice matched against the
requirements of the organisation with the objective of building its capacity. The exercise was framed against
the backdrop of the National Community Housing Standards to ensure Cornerstone Housing is equipped
and relevant to the radically changing community housing environment.
In creating the SAMF, executive management have researched and planned a growth strategy based upon
the balance sheet, resources and capacity and opportunities which are forecast. This has been a process
moderated against risk and the organisation’s view with regard to its position in the sector moving forward.
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choice

[chois]

noun
an alternative action or possibility, a supply from which to select
Alternative: range, variety, selection, assortment
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Project Development
Morphettville – Development # 1
The Community Housing Asset Renewal Program (CHARP) was announced by
Renewal SA late in 2015 to provide community housing providers the opportunity
to address asset management issues involving government funded assets through
the redevelopment of old and under-performing stock. One of the objectives of
CHARP is to improve the overall quality of social housing by facilitating development
opportunities and to build property development capacity and experience within the
sector for registered Tier 1 & 2 community housing providers.
CHARP has enabled Cornerstone to review its housing portfolio and identify
rejuvenation opportunities. Cornerstone’s first CHARP project has been approved
by Renewal SA and preliminaries for the project located at Morphettville are well
advanced.
Property acquisition has enabled Cornerstone to redevelop the site of four adjacent
houses which have now been demolished to make way for the construction of 19
new dwellings. A number of the 19 properties including some in the affordable price
bracket will be sold to the open market, the proceeds will fund the construction of the
remaining houses to be retained by Cornerstone for social housing tenancies.

Morphettville – Development # 2
The second round of CHARP was announced by Renewal SA in May 2017, Cornerstone
submitted an application to redevelop a site previously occupied by a pair of 1950s
maisonettes to make way for 8 two-storey terrace townhouses. The SA Housing
Trust’s (SAHT) maisonettes have been demolished pending transfer of the land to
Cornerstone. Procurement of the land was negotiated with Renewal SA on behalf
of the SA Housing Trust and involved transferring stock between Cornerstone
Housing and SAHT. The transfer of stock has enabled both parties to achieve greater
community housing outcomes through more effective use of land and the building of
new houses.
To maximise development objectives, Cornerstone Housing launched an informal “by
invitation” expression of interest to select developer/builders and sought expressions
on development approaches and net yield to Cornerstone. Applications are currently
being assessed, Cornerstone is also currently awaiting CHARP approval from Renewal
SA.
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Housing needs in Adelaide
Every year we publish statistics on the effects of housing needs in our State. It
is incumbent upon us to continue to do so as a means of reminding ourselves
why Cornerstone is in the marketplace. Why we do what we do, and why we
care for people who are experiencing housing stress.
People do not choose to be homeless and yet we have over 105,000 Australians
who are homeless (enough to fill Adelaide Oval twice). One in 200 are on the
streets on any given night, almost 6,000 South Australians.
Homelessness is not limited to a region or suburb and it is not the plight of the
poor, it does not discriminate.
Domestic violence and people experiencing relationship or family breakdown
accounts for 33% of homelessness. Cornerstone provides housing for people
experiencing domestic violence. Cornerstone is also working toward assisting
people directly or indirectly through local support networks and community
groups to rebuild relationships and reconnecting with community where they
can value and be valued, turning their lives around and contributing to the
community where they live.
Eight percent of homeless people experience financial difficulties. Cornerstone
Housing provides homes to a majority of people who are experiencing financial
difficulties for a variety of reasons.
Adelaide’s housing crisis which includes inadequate or inappropriate dwellings
accounts for 42% of homelessness. Cornerstone is currently undertaking two
developments to create affordable housing for those who may otherwise find
themselves on the street. Over the next 2-3 years Cornerstone aims to have
added approximately 100 homes for people experiencing difficulties in securing
affordable housing.
Mental health issues, including substance abuse issues, accounts for 2% of
homelessness. Cornerstone is committed to providing homes for people
who may be suffering mental health issues. Cornerstone is a strong supporter
of Teen Challenge SA, a residential live-in rehabilitation program for young
people experiencing drug and alcohol dependence, and other life-controlling
problems.
Other reasons such as transition from care/custody, lack of support and
discrimination accounts for 14% of homelessness in Adelaide. Cornerstone
Housing is a Christian based social and affordable housing provider for people
in need, regardless of race, colour or creed.
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CONNECTING WITH OUR TENANTS
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Cornerstone Housing recognises that socially excluded people tend to have
a greater history of loss, trauma, inadequate support systems and negative,
critical and/or harsh parenting. Loneliness brings feelings of anger, sadness,
depression, worthlessness, resentment, emptiness, vulnerability and pessimism.
Cornerstone Housing as a housing provider has aligned itself and created
formal partnerships with appropriate agencies to provide personal services,
through qualified case workers and through personal, social and financial
counsellors, as well as local support groups who provide volunteers specifically
available to those who need one-on-one ‘friendships’.
Cornerstone Housing as a housing provider believes it needs to start shaping
a new era in which social connection becomes a priority. It is for everyone
to get involved in the process, and everyone must do their part. Currently
Cornerstone’s part is to act respectfully, without bias or prejudice and to provide
new tenants with as much information as appropriate at tenant sign-in to
ensure they have a starting point as they `place make’ in their new dwelling and
community. Where the organisation identifies specific needs i.e. personal or
financial counselling, staff may invite or direct tenants towards a service where
they will benefit from the provider and/or make introductions as required.
The question is, how do we as a service provider connect with people who don’t
want to connect? It’s a question that most housing providers are asking!
Housing Services Officers have begun ‘2-up inspections’ working in teams –
‘one inspects and one connects’ with the tenant. All conversations no matter
how great or small reveal some valuable insight about the individual and the
anticipation of that detail is what Cornerstone draws upon to build connecting
relationships in the future.
The success trend today is communication via SMS. Where tenants may
be reluctant to respond to a phone call or voice message they are readily
responding to short text messaging from all departments. Cornerstone currently
uses SMS messaging for communicating information including events being
held in locations close to tenants’ homes and where entry costs have been
sponsored by Cornerstone Housing.
Cornerstone’s housing services is creating different ways to introduce new
tenants to the environment around their new home. Prospective tenant
interviews are sometimes conducted at a café close to the home, then staff
meet the new approved tenant at the home to hand over the keys and sign
leases. Alternately a meeting may take place in a café where other services are
available providing an instant introduction to a range of services nearby the
home.
Our aim is to ensure that Cornerstone is providing as much information as
possible to enable tenants to make themselves at home.
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chance

[chans, chahns]
noun

a possiblity or probability of anything happening
Alternative: probability, opportunity, prospect
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Cornerstone ....
				Investing in Our People

Cornerstone Housing in its 2016/2017 budget committed funds to enable ‘people training and
development’ to occur as necessary and required. Staff are the key asset in driving any business forward
and Cornerstone recognises that developing its people through training and resourcing is the best
investment it can make.
The introduction of the National Regulatory System (NRS) in 2015 created an opportunity for change and
improvement in the way the sector operates as a whole; development of Cornerstone staff is part of the
resourcing of its people to assimilate to the changes in the Community and Affordable Housing sector and
commit to best practice principles. Professional development has been an integral part of complying with
community housing regulations providing ongoing knowledge ensuring that staff are effective and skill
gaps are bridged.
In response to Cornerstone’s Strategic Plan, the organisation is committed to providing the training required
to increase staff performance and efficiencies, improve the business culture, build staff confidence enabling
them to relate better to tenants as part of tenant ‘place-making’, increase job satisfaction, minimise staff
turnover and to drive the business forward.
Property management certification of all Housing Services staff, effective communication workshop for all
staff, and training for Finance Department staff in the newly installed Trust Accounting compliant software
has been fundamental to up skilling Cornerstone’s people.
The importance of sound training and resourcing is occurring at all levels within the organisation beginning
with Executive Management team members who are undertaking education in governance and corporate
risk management attaining valuable and sound understanding in those areas.
Cornerstone encourages staff to pursue learning and to participate in professional development pathways
making it possible for all through the introduction of its new Training and Development Policy. This new
policy enables staff to take advantage of study leave as well as the provision of financial assistance to
pursue higher education relevant to professional development. Cornerstone recognises the broader benefit
to staff members and also the organisation in encouraging its people to pursue greater knowledge in the
business and community sectors.
Cornerstone’s Housing Services tenancy and maintenance staff are working with a broad spectrum of
people where more dexterity is required in a range of circumstances from compassion and tolerance for
tenants through to safety awareness. Annual and biennial training in Work Health Safety, Mental Health
First Aid and Advanced First Aid is standard practice for all Cornerstone’s people.
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Cornerstone....
			 Executive Management Team

Graham Ross - CEO

James Xavier General Manager

Christine Mattiske Business Services Manager

Tanya Menz Business Analyst

Peter Schulze - Projects &
Development Manager

Adam Turrell Asset Manager

Phil Adcock Housing Services Manager

Craig Dummin ICT Systems Manager

Teresa Farrell Finance Manager
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Facts About Our H
Housing Stock Age

Accommo
The average dwelling age is 22 years old
Oldest properties were built in 1925
Newest properties were built in 2017

6 bedroom homes		
		5 bedroom homes		
		4 bedroom homes		
		3 bedroom homes		
		2 bedroom homes		
		1 bedroom homes		

Program & Tenure
496 dwellings owned
381 Dwellings held under charge of Renewal SA
Master Agreement
29 Cornerstone owned (NRAS) properties,
16 Cornerstone owned affordable housing properties
70 Supported housing properties

Condition &

Dwelling condition of the enti
being monitored and renew
condition assessm

Annual Mai
Cost

Cornerstone has recently expanded capacity and manage
privately owned dwellings
215 properties currently under property management
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Maintenance budge
Responsive mainten
Vacant maintenanc
Planned maintenanc

ur Housing Assets
Asset Valuation

mmodation
homes		
7
homes		5
homes		30
homes		327
homes		279
homes		73

on & Amenity

the entire portfolio is continuously
nd renewed through two yearly
assessment programs

Maintenance
Costs

Total value managed dwellings approximately $116.3mill
$84 mill Debentured Stock
$18 mill Supported Housing
$8.4 mill NRAS - St Clair
$4.4 mill Affordable
$1.5 mill JV Equity

Rent
Average market rent approx. $258 pw for owned assets
Average rent charged: $130 per week*
Rent collection: $4,474,116 for the 16/17 financial year
Budgeted rent collection: $4,522,251 for the 17/18
financial year
* (based on the required income based rent calculation)

e budgeted $989,000
maintenance $134,000
ntenance $88,000
ntenance $767,000
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Housing Services
Cornerstone’s Housing Services is continually improving services to tenants as is evident in its compliance
reporting.
Factors impacting outcomes results from staff interaction with tenants, communication and addressing
rent arrears including payment plans and financial counselling to assist with financial management.
It is expected that the introduction of 2-Up inspections will encourage tenants to discuss concerns or issues
affecting their tenancy which will create an environment of ‘real’ management bridging the landlord/tenant
divide.
The next tenant survey will take place in 2017/2018 which will highlight improvements overall in our
services as we work towards service excellence across the organisation.

Tracking our service improvement
Threshold

Year
2016/2017

Eviction Rate

10%

Urgent Repairs

90%

76%

98%

Non Urgent Repairs

80%

76%

99%

Occupancy Rate

97%

96%

*93%

Tenancy Turnover

N/A

19%

18%

Tenancy Turnaround - Tenantable
* Properties held for redevelopment

14 days

16 days

*17 days

Tenancy Turnaround - Untenantable

28 days

22 days

21 days

2.5%

1.27%

1.59%

5%

1%

1.06%

*Fire damage to 1 or more properties

Rent Outstanding
Rent Foregone
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Year
2015/2016
4%

1.7%

Location of Our Housing Stock
Adelaide Metro Councils
•• Adelaide City Council
•• Adelaide Hills Council
•• Campbelltown City Council
•• City of Charles Sturt
•• Gawler Town Council
•• Holdfast Bay Council
•• Marion City Council
•• Mitcham City Council

•• Mt Barker Council
•• Norwood Payneham St Peters City
Council

•• Onkaparinga City Council
•• Playford City Council
•• Port Adelaide Enfield City Council
•• Salisbury City Council
•• Tea Tree Gully City Council
•• Unley City Council

Rural Council Locations
•• Alexandrina Council
•• Barossa Council
•• Clare & Gilbert Valleys Council
•• Cleve District Council
•• Coorong District Council
•• Goyder Regional Council
•• Lower Eyre Peninsula

•• Loxton Waikerie District Council
•• Murray Bridge District Council
•• Northern Areas Council
•• Tumby Bay District Council
•• Whyalla City Council
•• Port Lincoln City Council

District Council
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Community Engagement
Thank God It’s Monday TGIM Workshop with author Paul Bartlett
Cornerstone Housing was pleased earlier in 2017 to sponsor a community engagement focused workshop
led by Paul Bartlett, international speaker and author of Thank God It’s Monday.
Paul is passionate about empowering people to live their lives and helping organisations with regard to
community transformation. Paul Bartlett is a radical of this time and a trail blazer on the upward trend,
changing the way churches and community focussed organisations reach out to people in the community.
Paul talks about training people to get out where the people are, he says, “we need to change our mindset’.
Training people is as simple as having coffee with intention. It’s about digging deeper in conversation and
not focussing on the weather. “Become well-diggers”, says Bartlett.
As an organisation we at Cornerstone can be working in a place where we can be that ‘well’ for our tenants.
We must believe that we can be effective, doing things differently, and thinking outside the square that
we have always known. Every department of the organisation can be a ‘well’. The introduction of ‘2-Up
inspections’ is just one of a number of ways that Cornerstone is ‘digging wells’. We are looking for ways to
connect and create the confidence in people we serve to trust and know they are respected for who they
are in the community.
Bartlett and his wife Annette are key leaders of a
vibrant community church, Lighthouse in Wollongong,
NSW. In 2014 the entire Lighthouse community, held
street parties across the city. The goal was to introduce
people to each other. People living in the same street
for 30 years are now chatting out the front of their
homes. Bartlett says, “It’s about building healthier and
safe communities”.
Cornerstone Housing shares the same aim, that together
with and through its’ local support groups across the
greater Adelaide and regional centres we will see a
restoration and vibrancy return to the communities
where our tenants reside.
Bartlett says, “The key to community transformation
is to become opportunity obsessive”. Cornerstone is
becoming opportunistic as we learn from successful
community transformers such as Bartlett, and within
the capability of the organisation as it is now, and as
we join with partners to see how wide we can reach
into our community, obsessing about reaching the
furthermost tenant enabling change in their lives
through what we can do for them.

Graham Ross, Ps Mark Baker &
author of TGIM, Paul Bartlett
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Community Engagement
Strategies for Reaching Tenant Tommunities

Inspired by Paul Bartlett, staff participating in the Thank God It’s Monday (TGIM) workshop have formulated
their top 10 engagement tools and strategy for reaching tenant communities.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
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Be courageous
It takes courage and strength to lead people towards community where they don’t want to go to
Be committed
Community engagement is not a hobby, it’s a lifestyle
It’s inconvenient
Community engagement is an inconvenient journey
No off switch
There is no switch to community engagement; as you walk down the street you are engaging 		
community all the time, constantly building relationships
Attitude is what matters
Change your attitude about your job and how you view your clients
Be genuine and have integrity
You have to genuinely care and genuinely want to serve; people will know when your motivations
aren’t genuine
Build relationships
It is all about building relationships and trust in the first instance, before trying to speak into some
one’s life
Community engagement is not easy
Sincerity in engagement is sacrificial, it’s not always a choice
Don’t take on too much at once
Do one thing at a time and do it well
Always look for opportunities
Find out what your community loves and go do it

Community Engagement
KNOWN – VALUED – INCLUDED – INVITED
= SUCCESSFUL ENGAGEMENT
Become KNOWN by your community
VALUE what your community values. What does your community love?
If you value what your community values, they INCLUDE you in their personal lives
When you serve your community long enough, you are INVITED into their lives
and want to know what you think

Paul Bartlett - author and
international speaker. Bartlett is the
national leader of Australian Christian
Churches Community Engagement.
Paul is also chaplain to the National
Basketball League (NBL) team the
Wollongong Hawks.
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change

[cheynj]
verb

to make it different from what it is or from what it would be if left alone
Alternative: alteration, innovation, transformation, modification
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Treasurer’s Report
The Audited General Purpose Financial Statements presented include the statement of Comprehensive
Income for the year ended 30th June 2017, the Statement of Financial Position as at 30th June 2017,
Statement of Changes in Equity, Statement of Cash Flows, Notes to the Financial Statements, Directors’
Report, Directors’ Declaration and Independent Audit Report.
Cornerstones’ Net Surplus for the Year was $658,702 (2016: $264,951) and is considered to be a very
satisfactory result for the year. Closing retained surplus was $3,905,700 (2016: $3,291,798). The NRAS
incentive amounted to $556,889 (2016: $309,173) while management fees were $248,143 (2016: $246,402)
and interest received was $109,382 (2016: $133,901). Rent was $4,485,878 (2016: $4,402,917) while the Fixed
Payment expense paid to Renewal SA was $845,099 (2016: $876,457). Property expenses were $1,322,286
(2016: $1,303,296) and administration/other expenses were $484,404 (2016: $602,511).
Funds in the Maintenance Provision Accounts were $2,436,507 at 30 June 2017 as per note 7 (2016:
$4,406,402). Cornerstone has 381 properties under its management that are fully debentured to Renewal
SA. Renewal SA has stated that they do not consider that the future economic benefits associated with
the Debenture Funding Agreement can be reliably measured under AASB 138. Cornerstone considers
that although it manages these properties, it does not have control or any equity ownership over these
properties and accordingly they are not included on the balance sheet. The value of these Renewal SA rental
properties (“Intangible Contractual Right”) which we manage was $89.0 million at June 2017.
As reported in note 10 to the accounts, the value of properties (excluding those fully debentured to
Renewal SA) was $33.5m (2016: $33.5m) against which we have loans as reported in note 14 of $10.2m
(2016: $10.2m).
As at 30 June 2017 we had 451 State Government properties (consisting of 381 debentured and 70
stimulus) under our control compared to 462 the previous year (392 debentured and 70 stimulus) at June
2016. I would also like to note that Cornerstone staff provides management services and expertise currently
to 91 other organisations or individual owners which comprise an additional 215 dwellings and 256
tenancies (compared to 227 dwellings and 256 tenancies in 2016).
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the staff and board members of Cornerstone Housing who
have helped to make this a very successful year.
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Financials
Statement of Comprehensive Income
Year Ended 30 June 2017

2017

2016

Grants

556,889

385,674

Interest received

109,382

133,901

Management Fees

248,143

246,402

NRAS Compliance Fees

105,117

36,674

Reimbursements

211,243

218,774

4,485,878

4,402,917

(11,762)

(19,514)

Other Income

226

37,344

Total Income

5,705,116

5,442,172

Rents received
Rental Accruals
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Statement of Financial Position
Year Ended 30 June 2017
Assets

Current Assets

2017

2016

Cash assets

4,472,636

3,698,408

Receivables

160,035

94,084

Other

101,908

120,558

4,734,579

3,913,050

33,701,561

33,749,511

Total Non-current Assets

33,701,561

33,749,511

Total Assets

38,436,140

37,662,560

4,278

4,101

68,691

65,190

Other

106,879

68,756

Other Loans

474,274

-

Total Current Liabilities

654,122

138,047

Other Loans

9,770,015

10,162,494

Provisions

2,717,876

2,682,329

Total Non-Current Liabilities

12,487,891

12,844,823

Total Liabilities

13,142,013

12,982,870

Net Assets

25,294,127

24,679,690

18,583,838

18,583,303

Asset Revaluation Reserve

2,804,589

2,804,589

Retained surplus

3,905,700

3,291,798

25,294,127

24,679,690

Total Current Assets

Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment

Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Payables
Provisions

Non-Current Liabilities

Equity

Capital Contributed

Total Equity
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Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended 30 June 2017
Cash Flow from Operating Activities

2017

2016

Rents received

4,485,878

4,402,917

Other

1,109,856

901,853

(4,555,026)

(3,758,474)

109,382

133,901

(450,510)

(472,555)

Payments to Suppliers and employees
Interest received
Interest and other costs of finance
Purchase of Property - Daphne Road
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

(520,192)
699,580

687,450

Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant & equipment

3,500
(7,145)

Purchase of Property - Morphettville
Net cash provided by Investing Activities

(145,870)
(382,324)

(7,145)

(524,694)

344,392

-

(262,599)

(210,624)

81,793

(210,624)

774,228

(47,868)

Cash at the beginning of the year

3,698,408

3,746,276

Cash at the end of the year

4,472,636

3,698,408

Cash Flow from Financing Activities
Proceeds of borrowing
Repayment of borrowing
Net cash provided by (used in) financing actvities

Net increase (decrease in cash held)
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Cornerstone Board

Neil Power,
Chairman of the Board
Bachelor of Engineering Degree (James
Cook University),
Masters in Engineering Science
Neil has executive management
experience in State Government
agencies and the development of
National and State policy in water
management. He has managed interdisciplinary groups of scientific staff.
He has chaired and been a member of
a number of management Boards for
water research organisations responsible
for strategic direction setting for the
organisations and overseeing the
implementation of those strategies
by the organisations’ management
teams and the establishment of
governance arrangements for financial,
procurement, human resources and
work, health and safety management.

Peter Cobiac,
Treasurer
Bachelor of Economics Degree (Adelaide
University), FCA Fellow of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in Australia,
Licensed Auditor, Licensed Tax .
Peter has worked for Corporate
Scorecard since January 2003 in the
position of chief financial analyst/
project manager in the Financial
Analytics team. He has been extensively
involved in financial assessments,
financial
benchmarking,
forensic
analysis, risk analysis and modelling,
risk management. Peter has provided
corporate, financial and risk advisory
service to large Australian based
organisations and Federal and State
Government Departments in the areas
of finance, governance, procurement
and risk management. As well, his
employment history consists of being a
Senior Auditor and Taxation Specialist,
Partner in a Chartered Accounting firm,
Software Development and authored
two eBooks.

Board Resignations

Graham Ross, CEO &
Board member
Graham is currently CEO of Cornerstone
Housing Ltd with over 30 years of
experience in supporting low-income
people in housing. Graham began
working with homeless families in
1982 and has continued on in helping
people secure medium to long-term
accommodation. Graham has served
on the boards of several community
housing associations and served as
Chairperson on the National Community
Housing
Forum
Policy
Advisory
Committee. He was the visionary in the
establishment of Lutheran Community
Housing Support Unit.
Graham is
also CEO over two other not-for-profit
organisations in Teen Challenge SA
and Help at Home Inc. He has served
on the State Executive of SA AOG and
is currently pastoring Teen Challenge
Chapel.

New Appointment - Development
Sub-Committee

We acknowledge and thank our two
retiring board members in 2016,
Ps. Mark Baker and Cr. Nick Greer.

Mark Baker,
Resigned, October 2016

Nick Greer
Resigned, May 2017

We wish both well with Nick as he
leaves Australia to take up permanent
residency in Canada with his wife and
children and Mark with a demanding
workload but keen to continue his
support for Cornerstone.

Cornerstone
Housing
welcomes
Alistair McFarlane. Alistair is an
experienced industry property and
financial professional, who has 30
years practice experience in private
and publicly listed companies. He is
General Manager – Asset Development
with the Publicly listed Beston Global
Food Company (BGFC).
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Our Joint Venture Partners

“We appreciate our partnership with Cornerstone because
we know they understand the special needs of our clientele.
They know we will provide ongoing support for the tenant and
connectedness to the community and in some cases they join a
community of faith too. We assign mentors to come alongside
the person who wants to make a new life, while Cornerstone
provides the accommodation. Knowing how scarce good and
affordable housing is in Adelaide it is a wonderful thing we have
formed this relationship of understanding which benefits the
client giving them a ‘second chance.’’
				
Helen Glanville, CEO

•• Lutheran Community Care

•• Hills Community Options

•• Lighthouse Disability

•• BuildTec
•• Renewal SA
•• Tectvs
•• State Government
36

•• HomeStart Finance

Our Local Support Groups

LIFE
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Choice, Chance, Change
Each year a theme is selected for the annual report that represents the efforts of the organisation, achievements
past and future plans. The cover design is dynamic and vibrant in colour, it is sharp and progressive and all of
these elements are required in an environment that is constantly being challenged by human need first and
foremost.
Cornerstone is operating in an ever-changing environment, making plans for the future. Our plans and strategic
direction will have an effect on not just our organisation but also staff and the lives of our tenants. We are
striving for service excellence where every tenant will be the beneficiary of our knowledge and capability
to deliver quality and affordable housing and assist where possible in engaging them with services and
communities around them to enable tenants to be valued and confident in the community.
Every day our tenants are required to make choices for their lives, oftentimes in circumstances where their
choices may have major ramifications in their life and/or those in their family or community.
Our organisation, our staff and our tenants share the commonality of the need to firstly make good choices that
will affect them and others, and secondly to take a chance, stepping out and taking advantage of opportunities
not otherwise available if no action was taken. As an organisation we test the boundaries of the impossible
in order to make the possible occur. We look for opportunities to increase our housing stock through
development or otherwise in order to provide for those who need housing.
Finally, to make changes, whether making hard decisions, recalibrating or changing direction in order to move
forward, recognising that the reward is greater than the risk of not changing a formula, or pattern of behaviour
that is non beneficial to self or others.
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Cornerstone Housing Ltd
Street address: 185 Portrush Road, Maylands SA 5069
Postal address: PO Box 100, Marden SA 5070
Telephone: (08) 8165 5300
Website: www.cornerstonehousing.com.au
ABN: 53 168 938 118
ACN: 168 938 118
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Our mission through Christ is to deliver high quality
housing, services and support for people in need.
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